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Rossmoor table tennis club members taught 52 players forehand and backhand strokes during 
the 10th annual May skills workshop.  Experienced club members in red shirts taught players 
how to serve and hit the ball in two-hour sessions on May 7, 9 and 11.   Everyone wore red or 
blue name tags as the players rotated through all five table. 

Diane Jones had a good time. She explained, “I practiced forehand, backhand and learned the 
flat hand serve.  Everyone was very good and put in a lot of time with all of us.” Coach 
Mitsuko Robertson coached backhand and forehand on the second pitching robot.  She gave 
simple encouragement, “Keep your own style.  Relax your swing.  Start your swing lower by 
the table.”  When words didn’t communicate she said, “Swing with your whole body.  I will 
show you”.  Then she demonstrated how to swing by rotating your whole torso to get a 
consistent powerful stroke.  Truly these rules are not limited to table tennis.   

 One thousand one, one thousand two—woosh, thwack!  Every two seconds the robot pitched 
a balls to players’ forehand.  Club women’s singles champion Benlu Jiang demonstrated how 
to return the robot’s balls with the correct shake hands forehand stroke and 45 degree paddle 
angle.  Students learned forehand first and then backhand. 

Ron and Irene Zelman had ping pong tables growing up, but they hadn’t played table tennis in 
years.  They wanted to improve their skills so they could play with their son and 
grandchildren.  Irene commented, “It’s a great way to get exercise.  The lighting from the 
skylights and fluorescent tubes is not too harsh and not too bright.”  They took applications to 
join the club.        

Serving Coach Liz Keeley taped an X on the table to make a target for the serve’s first 
bounce.  Coach Liz told the players to toss the ball with the left hand and bring the paddle 
back at the same time.  “Let the ball drop nice and low.  Good.  I like that.  Very good.” 
Coach Keeley encouraged students.   

Naturally the balls landed on the floor as often as in the serving net.  The players also 
practiced picking up the balls using table tennis ball picker uppers-- long handled bent 
badminton rackets with fishing nets attached.  Players punched balls through the racket’s 
mesh into the net picking up 15 balls in a matter of minutes. 

According to club president, Fran Free, 52 members and non-members played in the 3 days of 
two hour sessions.  Many played more than one day.  She complimented the 14 club members 
who coached and staffed the event.   The skills workshop was a big success.   For further 
information about table tennis, skills workshops and social events stop by the Hillside 
clubhouse, click on the table tennis website at http://rossmoorttc.wordpress.com or call club  
President, Fran Free at 650-224-4118 or Jane Vinson at 925-938-3843. 9 


